Vital Stats: “Abel”
Age: 33
Weight: 68 kg
Eyes: Yellow
Metatype: Human

Height: 1.65 m
Hair: Brown
Gender: Male
Awakened: Yes

Primary Role: Magic Support
Secondary Role: Investigation
Physical Description:
Abel is a little short for a human, just under 5’6’’. He usu‐
ally dresses in last years corporate fashions. The most
striking things about him are his red‐hued skin, his hour‐
glass shaped eyes, and his red tail. Yes. A tail.
Word on the Street:
>> A competent spellcaster and summoner, as well as an
excellent investigator. Abel has been taking ’odd jobs’ on
the up and up for years now. When he was cursed with
SURGE a few years ago, he just rolled with the punches and
mad the unfortunate changes work for him.
>> H.K.
>> Red skin, devil tail and yellow eyes? I’m surprised he
doesn’t carry a friggin pitchfork.
>> Stumpy
>> Ummm… you ever see his tie pin? There something un‐
settling about this dude. I just don’t like him.
>> Beaky
>> Changelings still creep me out, too.
>> Angry Alex
>> No, it’s more than that. I met this guy once. Gave me the
serious creeps… like there’s just something wrong with him.
My dogs wouldn’t go near him either.
>> Jimmy the Rat

Personal Commentary:
I'm the one who steps from the shadows, all trenchcoat and
cigarette and arrogance, ready to deal with the
madness. Yeah, I'm a nasty piece of work. Ask anybody.
Mind if I smoke?

Roleplaying Notes:
Abel is a bit of a conundrum. At times he almost seems to hate his magical abilities, and the changes to his body that SURGE
inflicted, while on almost a moments notice he will embrace them whole‐heartedly with a mad look in his eyes. He does seem to
treat his magic more as a tool, and less of a lifestyle, unlike so many other mages out there. He comes off as bitter and jaded, as if
the worst that you can throw at him is only have again as bad as the horrors that he’s seen.

